The aim of this communication is to give in a simple and concise, but at the same time clear way, the keys of the maximum power's transfer or available power.
Secondly, we will analyse the value of the lost power in any load, its different analytical expressions and the ways of its possible changes through the different parameters modification or variation Finally, we will obtain the necessary conditions to achieve the maximum power transfer, distinguishing between those which has not got any restriction and those which are conditioned by any design-characteristic. Additionally it will be indicated how the practice can be carried out.
To sum up, and as a reminder, we can extract some conclusions related to the made study and which will be of interest With the given references, we can considerer the study finished.
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Power Transfer to a load in a circuit
We wanted to know the average, active, or effective power "P" When Z is constant it is very easy: the value of the current, I, is obtained by any analysis method being the solution immediate:
If Z is variable the previous procedure is unfeasible, or at least, difficult to solve, because there are infinite solutions, being the power, P, function of the load Z: "P(Z)". In this case, to apply Thevenin's theorem to the rest of the circuit seen from Z's terminals, in this case it is an advantage to apply. The obtained equivalent (Thevenin's equivalent) connected to de load constitute a series circuit, Fig. 1 .b, which is easier to study.
This second case is the one that is going to be considered. 
Expressions of power transferred to Z
If Z is given in polar form:
Applying cosine's theorem to the figure, Fig. 2 
This is the expression of power, transferred to Z.
Extreme values of transferred power.
As it has been seen, how the value of the power P transferred to any impedance, Z, is function of two variables.
And it will be also when the power to be transferred is maximum P .
Two Maximum types will be considered, "conditioned" and "Free Maximum ".
A. Conditioned Maximum
The maximum will be called conditioned or relative when a constraint is imposed to Z . Such as, that only one parameter R or X can vary, or, if the two of them vary, it must be in a dependent way as:.
In the complex plane Z (P.Z) they are represented by their respective loci of Z (Z G.L) Fig. 3 . Thus Z G.L. varies:
X it is a parallel line to the imaginary axis. Fig. 3 .a. R it is a half-line parallel to the real axis. Fig. 3 
it is a half-line that departs from the origin Fig.  3 .c. ϕ it is a semicircumference with the center in the origin. Fig. 3.d .
B. Free Maximum
The maximum will be free, absolute or "maximum maximorum" when no constraint is imposed to Z , that is, when R and X can vary in a free and independent way, it is the same to say that Z and ϕ are which vary.
The free maximum is represented by the domain of Z (D. Z ) on the Z.P. It is made up of the right halfplane whose border is the imaginary axis Im, and, which is divided by the real axis Re in the I and IV quadrants, where any impedance can be represented. Fig. 4 . 
Conditioned Maximum
The study begins obtaining the values of P and the Z which leads to achieve the maximum power ( P ) considering the different conditions imposed to Z . Later these values will be obtained when Z is free.
A. The resistance "R" remains constant and the reactance "X" varies.
Considering the circuit represented in Fig. 5 , the G.L. Z is a line, parallel to the imaginary axis Fig. 5 .b, it will be
R X also the locus of total Z (G. L Z t ), being
As a result, the locus of its conjugate admittance *
is a circumference with center in the real axis, that contains the origin "O" and, whose diameter is:
To each value of Z corresponds another of t Z , and other one of On the other hand the locus of the power lost in g Z , Sg (Sg G.L.) must be the segment of line that contains g Z because its apparent power is:
Consequently, S , the power lost in Z , will be the difference between the total, t S , and the one lost in g Z , 
• If X can take any value, or X and g X are not both of the same nature, then :
It must be mentioned that the effort made would only be worth because it provides the method to follow in the studied cases below.
The answer is indeed clear: if R resistance is constant, the power transferred to it, is maximum only when current is maximum too, and this happens when the only term that can vary "Xg+X" is minimum. This is what happens in the studied previous cases. In this case the G.L.Z is a half-line that contains the origin, and makes with the real axis a "ϕ" angle Fig. 8 .b, although G.L.Zt is the previous one, to which it has applied a Zg translation, being consequently a half-line parallel to the G.L.Zt Fig. 8 .c. Fig. 8 .a.
Following the dynamic of the previous case, the * t Υ G.L.
will be a circumference that contains the origin "O", whose center is in a line that contains the origin and that is perpendicular to Zt G.L.
The diameter of the circumference is: In the same way the St G. L. is homothetical to the previous one with center of similitude "O" and a ratio of similitude U 2 . Finally the Sg G. L. will be the segment that contains Zg. Fig. 10 shows the different powers. As it is known P must be maximum, due to this imposed condition, the other powers Q and S will be maximum too, being S=P/cosϕ and Q=P.tagϕ.
Fig. 10
We are going to study when S is maximum.
Watching at Fig. 10 it can see that S is maximum in point T, tangent to the circumference, with a line with the same slope than g S .
In these conditions OCT triangle is isosceles, because OC and CT are both radius of the circumference and, as a result, equals.
On the other hand, OB and CT are perpendicular segments, because they are a radius and a tangent line.
Thus OB match with the height traced from O In the same way OC and TA are both perpendicular lines. Because that is the condition to obtain the * t Υ G.L.
Thus TA is the height traced from T.
From previous conditions it is easy to deduce that the requirement to obtain a maximum S is:
And the maximum power according to (2) will be: As a conclusion, the maximum power and the impedance that gets will be: 
Free maximum
Before going further, we will summarize the conditioned maximums already seen, because they are the base to obtain the free maximum. The condition that Z must fulfil, if it could vary in the ways seen before, is: 
And the maximum power transferred will be: 
Conclusions
As it has been seen, the calculation of the maximum power transfer is itself a classical problem, studied by the technique of function optimization. However, the analysis has been carried out in a completely different and original way.
The study has been carried out, basing on techniques of "Conformal transformations on the complex plane" such as inversions, similitudes, etc, by observing the loci of powers at stake.
The answer is obtained graphically in an easy way, and in order to get numerical values only the elementary Euclidean geometry is required.
In addition, the proposed method has an added value against the classic. Not only it shows the variable element value that gets the maximum power or available power itself. It also provides the behaviour of all of the powers (active power, reactive power and apparent power) in the considered element, and what, and how they vary depending on the variable element.
Lastly and from a didactic point of view, it is important to highlight that the needed mathematical apparatus is extremely simple.
